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Given a locally strongly integrable semigroup of bounded linear 
operators on a Banach space, the problem of determining the conditions 
under which the local ergodic theorem holds for such a semigroup has been 
of interest for quite some time. (For an extensive study of such theorems 
to 1976, see [4].) The purpose of this paper is to give one more such con- 
dition. The general setting for the problem is as follows. Let (X, 11. /I) be a 
real or complex Banach space with topological dual (X*, II.11 *). El[X] is 
the Banach algebra of bounded linear operators on X to X. Let 
I&+ = [0, co) and R, = (0, co). A family {T(S): $20) of operators in 
lE![X] is called a locally strongly integrable semigroup provided that 
(1) 7’( .) is a B[X]-operator valued function defined on &I,+ ;
(2) T(0) = z, T(s + t) = T(s) T(t), s, t E Ro+ ; 
(3) T( .)x (xEX) is Bochner measurable’ on RO+ to X; 
(4) s!: IIT(s)xll ds< +co, XEX, O<a<b< SC@. 
It is well known [3] that a locally strongly integrable semigroup 
{T(s) : s > 0} in EI[X] is strongly continuous on R + but not necessarily on 
R . The symbols D(T), R(T), and N(T) refer to the domain, range, and 
nili space of an operator TE III [X] respectively. The symbol (A ) refers to 
the (unclosed) linear manifold spanned by a set A c X and its closure is 
denoted by Y(A). Important problems of studying locally strongly 
integrable semigroups in Eb[X] in the ergodic theory setting are: (i) the 
determination of conditions under which the local ergodic theorem holds 
’ T( .)x is called Bochner measurable if (i) T( .)x is Bore1 measurable; i.e., for every open 
subset G of X, (T( .)x)-l (G) is a Bore1 subset of Iwo+ and (ii) the range of T( .)x is separable. 
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and of the properties of the limiting operators and (ii) the investigation of 
the relation between the local convergence of operator averages and the 
decomposition of the space X. 
In connection with this problem, P. Masani proved the following 
THEOREM 0 [4, Theorem II]. Let {T(s): s>O} be a locally strongly 
integrable semigroup in B[X] and J=s-lim,,,, (l/t) jh T(s) ds. Then: 
(A) For any XEX, Jx=lim,,,+ (l/t)Jb T(s)x ds exists ifund only if 
(a) G,,0, II (l/t) jr, T(s) 4 Bcxl < + ~0 and 
(p) there exists u fundamental set X0 of X such that for each 
x E X0 there is u subsequence (tk)FE I t R, with t, 10, such that 
W-limk,, ( l/tk) jS T(s)x ds exists. 
(B) When D(J) = X, T(s)J= JT(s) = T(s), SE R,, , and 
J’=J, JX= 3 (iO W’(s))) 
The purpose of this paper is to extend the theorem of Masani to more 
general weighted multiparameter cases. In what follows, given a vector 
(S 1, . . . . sN) E rWf+ , semigroups { Ti(s): s > 01, i= 1, 2, . . . . N, and functions 
Qi(t, s) (tcz R,, SE LX!,,,), i= 1, 2, . . . . N, we write s= (sl, . . . . s,,,) and 
T(s) = TICS,) . . . T,&,v) 
Q(t, s) = Q,(t, 3 ~1) . . . Qdf,v, sN) 
1; { -.} dx=sd”-1” { -.} ds, . ..ds.. 
0 
Denote by B the family of measurable functions Q(t, s) defined on 
IR, x Iwo+ having the following properties: 
’ Since T(s) is not necessarily continuous at s= 0, it is in general not true that J= I. 
Therefore, nspO and Usa appearing in Masani’s Theorem II of [4] should be replaced by 
respectively. “s > 0” 
GIii ~~s)~~>{) and Y(U,,, R(T(s)))= A’. 
was a misprint. Because we necessarily have 
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(i) Q(t,s)>O, teR+, SER,,; 
(ii) For each fixed t E KY,, # {the discontinuity points of 
Qk,>< +a; 
(iii) SU~,,~~~ Q(t,s)ds< +CCI; 
(iv) lim,,,, j:, Q(t, s) ds = 1. 
Each function belonging to 9 is called a kernel. For instance, if we define 
a function K(t, S) by 
K(t, s)=f (t-sy’ if O<s<t< +co, 
K(t,s)=O if s 2 t, 
where Y is a positive real number, it satisfies the above conditions (i-iv), 
i.e., KEF. Let Qi, . . . . QN be N kernels in 9. Given locally strongly 
integrable semigroups {T,(s): s 2 0}, . . . . {T,(s): s > 0} in B[X], we let 
S; = S(“,-.,‘N) = (0, ...% 0) 1. 
’ Q(t 8) T(s) ds, fEqt, o 
s;=o, !E R:+ and t, . . . t, = 0, 
J=s- lim Sb, 
!-Q+ 
where t + 0 + means that t, + O+, . . . . t, + 0 + independently. Moreover, 
it is be convenient for later use to write 
Jl/rN= n NV(d), glv= u NT(s)) 
SEIWN, SEF$’ 
ai= u R(T*(d) (T*(s) = the adjoint operator of T(J)). 
SE@ 
Our main result is then stated as follows. 
THEOREM 1. Let {T,(s): s >O}, i= 1, 2, . . . . N, be locally strongly 
integrable commuting semigroups in B[X] and Sh and J be as just defined 
with N kernels Q,, . . . . QN in 9. Then the following statements (I-IV) are 
equivalent : 
(I) D(J) = X; i.e., for each x E X, Jx = lim, +e+ S:(x) exists and 
J2=J, JX= S-(8,), 
JT(g) = T(e)J= T(g), z#Py. 
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- (11) (al) M=llm,+,+ IIS~ll~cxl~ +a, 
(a2) there exists a fundamental set X,, of X such that for each 
x E X,, there are subsequences (tlk’)k”_, c R + 
such that w - lim, _ m SC’(x) exists. 
(i = 1, 2, . . . . N) with ti”’ 10, 
(III) (l31) J is a closed operator3 and D(J), N(J), and N(Z-J) are 
nonempty closed subspaces of X, 
(82) X=JG@w?,). 
(IV) (~1) ‘3(.&T,,,) separates J*X*, where J* denotes the adjoint 
operator of J, 
(~2) (I- JWc 4vOWh), 
(~3) @l) holds. 
The proof of this theorem will be accomplished in a series of lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. Statement (I) implies Statement (II). 
ProoJ Since, for any x E X, the set {S:(x): 4~ (0, l)“} is bounded, (al) 
follows from the uniform boundedness principle (see e.g. [ 11, p. 66). (a2) 
is a direct consequence of Statement (I). 
LEMMA 2. 
~(<~NR(+Wh)~ 
+ 
Proof. Fix any t= (tl, . . . . t,)e rW”,, and for each i (i= 1,2, ,,., N) let 
d(t/i) = {Zj”: j= 1,2, . . . . nil be a finite partition of [0, ti) consisting of 
right-half open subintervals, such that the discontinuity points of Qi(ti, si) 
are just the initial or terminal points of some intervals in d(j/i). Moreover, 
for each i (i = 1, 2, . . . . N) let O<~!‘)EZ!‘) i= 1 2 nj, be any continuity 
points of Qi(ti, si). Recalkng the ckditi’ohs imioied’on Qi( ., .) and ri( .), 
i = 1, 2, . . . . N, we then have for any x E X 
S$(x)=jrN- j” [i Qi(ti, si) Ti(si)] (x) ds, . ..ds. 
0 0 ,=l 
= lim ,!, ...jNz, [ifil I’~~‘1 Q;(tiy ljj’) Ti(o:))] (XI Il~W)ll - 0 
l<i<N 
3 Otherwise J could be discontinuous (see Remark 1). I would like to thank the referee who 
pointed out that this condition was omitted in the original manuscript. 
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where 111 denotes the length of the interval I. Hence the desired conclusion 
follows at once from this (cf. [S]). 
LEMMA 3. Statement (II) implies Statement (III). 
Proqf In view of (II-al), J is bounded, i.e., 
J is also closed. In fact, let {x,} ,7= i be a sequence of points in D(J) such 
that x,+x and Jx, -+ y as n + cc for some x, YE X. Then by (II-al), 
again 
- 
h IIS@- YII d $y+ Ils~(x-h)ll i-Q+ 
- 
+ $n+ IIS; - Jxnll + IIJx, - Al 
6M+-x,11 + IIJx,-,111 -+O 
as II -+ co. Hence, x E D(J) and Jx = y. Therefore (pl ) follows from this and 
the boundedness of J. Now, by (II-a2), for any x E X0 there exist sequences 
(tik))k”_ i c [w, (i= 1, 2, . . . . N) with tik)l 0, such that 
X = w - lim S:‘(x) exists. 
k-m 
We first claim that X E %(gN). In fact, by Lemma 2, we obtain 
But every closed subspace of X is weakly closed (cf. [S], Theorem 2.9.2) 
and so X E %(a,). Next we wish to show that x-2 E A$. Let g E tw”, . Then 
one obtains 
T(g)% = w - :irn, Sf”‘( T(u)x) 
Q(fk’, 3 - g) i-($)x dg 
Recall the limiting condition imposed on Q( ., .) and that it follows from 
the measurability condition that the semigroups in question are strongly 
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continuous on WT. Thus, given E > 0, there exist numbers k” = k’(.s, I_0 3 1 
and koo = koo(s, X, g) 2 1 such that 
= Qi(tjk’,s)ds-1 <a, k>kO, i= 1, 2, . ..) N, 
and 
II T(s)x - T(c!)xll < c‘6 ui<s.<u.+P’ I I If k > koo, i = 1, 2, . . . . N, 
where C= C(x, u) is a positive constant. Then we have 
II j 
L(k) + ”
T(cib - Q(tck), 3 - g) T(s)x ds 
u II 
d T(g) 
II i 
1 - j”“+’ Q(f), : - tj) ds} xii 
‘i 
+ c’*+y II 
Q(t’? s_-li){ T(zl)- T(s)}xds 
II 
6 /I T(g)xll . 1 - I+“+ Q(t”“, 3 - zj) ds/ 
!! 
+s 
!I”) + u 
Q(t’? s - u) II T(u)x - W4l 4 
u 
<L(X,z4).&. F (l+&)j, k > max(k’, km), 
j=O 
where L(x, u) = max{ C, /I T(g)xll }. Therefore, T(g)3 = T(y)x, which shows 
that x--XEN(T(~)) for all UEIK!N,. Hence x - R E MN. A similar argument 
yields that for any u E RN, and x E X 
lim Si( T(g)x) = T(g)x. 
L-O+ 
Thus, (Z-J) T(g)x = 0. This implies that ?3(BN) c N(Z- J) since N(Z-J) 
is closed. Clearly, Jlr, c N(J). Consequently we have 
and hence (p2) because X0 = X. 
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LEMMA 4. Statement (III) implies Statement (I). 
Proof. Let u E rWT and x E D(J). Recall the limiting condition on Q( ., .) 
and the strong continuity of 7’(. + u) on OX,“, Then, as before, we get 
by making use of the equality 
Now it follows that 
Thus, since r(g) is continuous and J is closed, we have 
T(g) Jx = T(z4)x = JT(g)x and J2x= Jx. 
By virtue of (III-pl) and the strong continuity of the semigroups, we see 
that J&, c N(J) c D(J) and 9(gN) c N(Z- J) c D(J) (which follows from 
what we have mentioned above). Hence D(J) = X. However, for any 
x E N(Z- J) 
so that N(Z-J) = Y(Se,). From this it follows immediately that 
JX= 9(9N). 
LEMMA 5. Statement (III) implies Statement (IV). 
Proof In view of Lemma 4, D(J) =X and J is a projection of X onto 
%(BN). Then .Z* is a projection in X* and 
J*x* = {x* E x*: (x, x*) = 0, vx E (Z-J)X} 
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(see [ 1, Lemma 3, p. 4811). By assumption it follows that 
x=~~~~(~~)=~~~Jx=(z-J)x~Jx. 
But, since (I- .Z)Xc MN, we have equality JN = (I- J)X. Hence .Z*X* = 
JY~ (cf. [ 1, Exercises 9 (22), p. 514)). Accordingly we have 
s(a,)"nJ*x*=~(~~)'nJlr;:=(s(a,)OJ1TN)'=XI= (0). 
(~1) follows at once from this fact. (~2) and (~3) hold trivially. 
LEMMA 6. Statement (IV) implies Statement (III). 
Proof If MN @ ~(~~) # X, there exists an x$ E X* such that ,x$ # 0 and 
(x, xg*) = 0 for all x E JlrN @ Y(gN). Therefore, by (IV-y2), (x - Jx, xg*) = 0 
for all XEX. This shows that x$ = J*x,* E.Z*X*. However, since c!J(~~) 
separates J*X*, there exists an x0 E $(a,,,) with (x,, xg*) #O. This is a 
contradiction and (B2) follows. 
The proof of Theorem 1 has herewith been completed. 
From the above argument we obtain 
THEOREM 2. On the hypothesis of Theorem 1, suppose 
Then the following statements hold: 
(A) D(J)= 
i 
x E X: there exists a sequence (I’~‘),“_ 1 c IX!: 
with ttk) 1 Q such that w - lim, _ m S:)(x) exists ’ I 
(B) J is a bounded linear projection on D(J) with JT(s) = 
T($J=T(s) (sEIW~), N(J)=NNandR(J)=JD(J)=9(9,,,). 
(C) D(J) = -4 0 %@tv). 
COROLLARY 1. On the hypothesis of Theorem 1, suppose that Statement 
(I) holds. Then 
J=Z if and only if Jv,T,T = (0). 
COROLLARY 2 (cf. [a]). On the hypothesis of Theorem 1, ifX is reji’exive 
then Statements (I) and (II-al) of Theorem 1 are equivalent. 
COROLLARY 3. Let X be reflexive and let ( Ti(s) : s 2 0}, i = 1,2, . . . . N, 
be uniformly bounded, strongly tieasurable, commuting semigroups in B [ X]. 
Then all Statements (I-IV) of Theorem 1 remain true. 
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Remark 1. On the hypothesis of Theorem 1, (1) if hm,,,, I[A$,/~~~~, 
< + co then J is necessarily bounded and closed and (2) -if ihe p&duct 
semigroup {T(s): SE WON, } is strongly continuous on R,“, and Statement 
(I) of Theorem 1 holds then J= I and X= 9(6%,,,). 
Remark 2. It should be noted that the dual semigroup of a strongly 
continuous semigroup is in general not strongly continuous and thus not 
locally strongly integrable. Therefore it seems to be interesting to charac- 
terize the set J*X* in terms of 3’:. On the hypothesis of Theorem 1, if the 
corresponding dual semigroups (Ti*(s) : s > 0}, i = 1, 2, . . . . N, in B[X*] are 
also strongly continuous on K!y and if D(J*) =X* then we get 
J*X* = %(9$?). Consider the case that the dual semigroups (T,*(s): s 3 0}, 
i = 1, 2, . ..) N, are not necessarily strongly continuous. We note that X is 
invariant under { Ti**(s): s 3 0}, i = 1,2, . . . . N, as a closed linear subspace 
of X* *, since Ti* *(s) 1 X = Ti (s) (s >, 0), and that two spaces X and X* are 
reciprocal; i.e., for each x* E X* 
11x* I(* = sup 
i 
I@, x*11 -:xEX,X#O . 
l/XII I 
In general, the strong continuity of Ti( .) implies the weak* continuity of 
TF( .). If D(J) = X and D(J*) = X*, then for any TV rWy and XE X there 
exists a unique functional X~E X** such that x:(x*) = f6 Q(& s) 
(x, T*(g)x*) & for each X*E X*1 In this case it follo& that j*X*= 
w* - cl( (3%)). 
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